
  

 
 

   
 

Australian Apples and Pears 2021 Marketing Program – Final PCR Report  
 

 

Export Marketing Program Overview  

Campaign Objectives 

• Build awareness and preference for Australian Apples and Pears under the Taste Australia brand in 
the key export markets of Indonesia and Thailand.  

• Increase awareness and understanding of the technology and innovation that underpins Australian 
food safety standards. 

• Showcase the vast array of health benefits associated with Australian Apples and Pears. 
• Educate locals on the many ways Australian Apples and Pears can be integrated into their diet.  
• Drive sales of Australian Apples and Pears and contribute to an increase of additional orders with 

retailers and importers. 
 

Campaign Overview 

The 2021 Taste Australia consumer marketing program for Australian Apples and Pears began at the 
beginning of August and finished at the end of October.  

The Apples and Pears campaign was executed across two primary markets, Indonesia and Thailand and 
consisted of three main tactical pillars: retailer engagement, influencer engagement and social media 
management. The integrated approach included working with retailers across e-commerce, in-store displays 
and ‘Gift-with-purchase’ promotions. Issues stemming from supply-chain disruption and COVID-19 
restrictions impacted the ability for the Taste Australia Apples and Pears campaign to be executed as originally 
planned, resulting in a reduction in the breadth of activities in Indonesia in particular.  

The primary goal throughout the campaign was to address in-market issues surrounding product knowledge 
and differentiation, achieved by ensuring all communications had strong education messaging.  

Activities undertaken in Indonesia and Thailand encompassed: 

• In-store display  
• Gift-with-purchase promotion 
• Ecommerce  
• Influencer engagement 
• Social media management 

 

  



  

 
 

   
 

Campaign Calendar 

 

Campaign Activity Summary 

Thailand 

The Australian Apples and Pears campaign executed in Thailand was the most expansive out of the two 
markets and whilst the activities undertaken were designed to work in a COVID-19 environment, this 
campaign was the least impacted by the rapidly changing landscape associated with the pandemic. This 
campaign also featured both Apples and Pears in contrast to Indonesia’s sole Pears campaign with Apples 
higher in supply, quality and demand this season.  

The work undertaken began later than originally planned due to a rise of COVID-19 cases that affected in-
store purchases, resulting in a stronger online campaign, directing customers to engage and purchase online.  

The scope of work consisted of three primary pillars:  

• E-commerce engagement with two key retailers (Tops and Makro) including: website articles and 
banners, Facebook, Instagram and Line posts and a Gift-with-purchase program.  

• Social Media management: Strategy and creation of 11 assets across Taste Australia’s Instagram and 
Facebook pages  

• Influencer engagement: two pieces of video content highlighting the versatility, quality and premium 
nature of Australian Apples and Pears as well as encouraging their audience to engage in the Gift-
with-purchase campaign.  

 
Indonesia 



  

 
 

   
 

Indonesia is the largest pear import market in Asia, with over 216,881 tons imported in 2020, a 29% growth 
in comparison to 2019. As such it is deemed a key market for Taste Australia to increase its presence. The 
Pears campaign in Indonesia was an integrated campaign that included both online and offline activities. This 
campaign was most heavily impacted due to supply chain issues that resulted in only two containers of 
produce being delivered in comparison to 15 in Thailand, resulting in a changed scope of work. Where the 
initial scope of work was to engage two retailers and an influencer for multiple posts, the revised scope was 
significantly smaller to ensure activities were undertaken when produce was in store.  

One influencer was engaged for a nine-day social media campaign, supporting e-commerce activity and social 
media across the Taste Australia accounts. Content focused on sharing creative ways Australian Pears could 
be integrated into your diet and the immense health benefits.  

The initial scope of work was split across:  

• Retailer in-store displays at AEON (three stores) and Hypermart (40 stores) 
• Ecommerce engagement with AEON and Hypermart: Website banners, Facebook, Instagram and 

TikTok posts, blogs and WhatsApp notifications 
• Social media management: Strategy and creation of 24 assets across Taste Australia’s Instagram and 

Facebook pages  
• Influencer engagement: Three pieces of static content created by a Nano influencer highlighting the 

benefits of Australian Pears as well as in-store activations  

The revised scope of work encompassed:  

• Retailer in-store display at AEON (three stores) 
• Ecommerce engagement with AEON: website banners and blogs, Facebook, Instagram and TikTok 

posts and WhatsApp notifications 
• Influencer engagement: Static content created by Daffa Wardhana showcasing the many health 

benefits of Australian Pears  
• Social media management: strategy and creation of eight content pieces across Taste Australia’s 

Instagram and Facebook pages  

 

  



  

 
 

   
 

Activity Breakdown 

Thailand 

E-commerce engagement 

The E-commerce engagement strategy executed in Thailand involved two major retailers Tops and Makro, to 
varying degrees. Due to lockdowns and supply issues, the activity ran from the end of August through till the 
end of October. Out of the two retailers engaged Tops had a higher import volume and therefore undertook 
a more expansive campaign.  
 
The Gift-with-purchase program enabled customers who purchased over $15AUD of Australian Apples or 
Pears to receive a Taste Australia branded convenient lunchbox, delivered with their order. This program was 
executed through its website, mobile app and hotline and promoted across its several social media platforms, 
including Facebook, Instagram and Line that have a combined reach of two million consumers.  
 
Makro was engaged on a smaller scale, due to a shorter timeframe of stock availability. They engaged in the 
gift redemption on both online and offline purchases. Due to a lack of internal resources during lockdown, 
the program was promoted via its website banners as well as in-store staff and shelf decals. Whilst it did not 
engage in any social media promotions, its website has a total reach of over one million, enabling it to 
efficiently reach an engaged audience.  
 

 

Results to date:  

• Reach: 3,120,000 
• Total engagements: 7,200 

 

Influencer engagement 

To reach the target audience two key influencers were engaged who aligned with the brand and supported 
the desired association between Australian Apples and Pears and living a healthy lifestyle. The goal was to 



  

 
 

   
 

not only increase brand awareness for Australian Apples and Pears and highlight key differentiators between 
the produce and its competitors but also encourage engaging in the gift redemption program.  

CU.FITGIRL’s industry is heavily health and fitness, with a following of 148,000 and majority of content 
promoting healthy food, low calorie options and premium fruits. Her content involved a video of easy and 
appetising recipes that hero Australian Apples and Pears, demonstrating the clear superiority of the produce. 
The content was posted across both her Facebook and Instagram profiles, receiving 287 engagements and 
39,900 views.  

HealthyChill is also in the health category with a following up 115,000, sharing content on how to have a 
healthier diet, select good food and how to incorporate a variety of exercises into your life. With a primarily 
female following located in Bangkok, she created a video hi a workout her followers could do, followed by a 
snack of Australian Apples and Pears to boost motivation and energy. Her content was also well received by 
her followers with a total of 200 reactions and 11,000 views across both her Facebook and YouTube pages.   

 

 
 

Social media support 

The social media strategy for Thailand was aimed towards educating target audiences on the value 
proposition of both Australian Apples and Pears. This was done via the creation of static assets and paid 
media support deployment across the Taste Australia Thailand Facebook and Instagram accounts. The social 
content generated over 2.7m impressions and drove over 139,000 engagements. With a paid media budget 
of $3,000, the content drove a low cost per engagement rate of $0.02, with a total cost per thousand 
impressions (CPM) of $1.91– both the most cost efficient across the entire campaign.  Content showcased 
Australian Apples and Pears within a farm setting, incorporated into recipes, and as standalone imagery 
speaking to the health benefits. Provenance visuals were also repurposed from the 2020 content shoot and 
updated to match this year’s social objectives and messaging. 

Top performing content in terms of impressions and total engagements was recipe-based content, with the 
poached pear post (1,430,099 impressions and 62,675 engagements) performing best across this market. It 
was also found that the farm launch static performed well in terms of impressions (809,704) and 
engagements (73,963). This was a positive indicator that consumers in Thailand resonate more highly with 
interactive content, particularly content which demonstrates different ways to use the fruit. 



  

 
 

   
 

KPI’s were based off prior performance and industry benchmarks. This campaign outdid prior benchmarks, 
with impressions exceeding the KPI by over 1 million impressions (KPI of 1,500,000 and actual of 2,735,853). 
The total post engagement KPI of 100,000 was also exceeded by 39% with actual performance at 139,363. 

Moving forward, it is suggested that a cohesive asset library is created prior to the campaign to ensure unity 
across all assets is achieved. So too is it recommended that a greater array of content style and placements 
are tested across the campaign to further engage users and ensure they remain engaged throughout the 
campaign period. By including a mix of video and static content across dynamic placements and formats, this 
will elevate the outputs being delivered from the Taste Australia social accounts.  

The activities executed in Thailand were successful in the current climate and would form the core activities 
for all future campaigns in Thailand. However, in a non-COVID environment a stronger focus on offline, trade 
marketing activities would be recommended. Focusing on retail activities in contrast to online activities would 
encourage a stronger focus on retail sales and provide the opportunity for further engagement with the key 
target market and sales conversions.  

  



  

 
 

   
 

Indonesia 

E-commerce engagement 

From the end of August to beginning of September, online activities were launched with key retailer AEON. 
The activities spanned across the website (posters and blogs), social media channels (Facebook, Instagram 
and TikTok) and WhatsApp push notifications for a holistic strategic approach. The online activities enabled 
the retailers to engage with their audience and inspire them with a variety of content including recipes. The 
engagement was undertaken over a two-week period to align with the produce being in store. 

     

Results to date: 

• Reach: 3,521,547 
• Total engagement: 160,777 

As the product was still in stores at the time of reporting, there are no sales figures available.  
 

In-store display 

Originally, two retailers AEON and Hypermarket (total of 43 stores) were set to have in-store display’s and 
POSM, to highlight the produce and ensure it is easily differentiated from competitor produce during the July 
– October period. Due to supply chain issues, it was agreed that only AEON would continue with the POSM 
(3 stores total), to align with available produce. At the time of reporting, retailers still had stock and therefore 
were unable to provide any sales figures to determine the efficacy of the merchandise.  
 

Influencer engagement 

Nano influencer Daffa Wardhana (243,000 followers) was engaged to help promote the Pears campaign in 
Indonesia due to his time spent in Australia studying and strong association with health and fitness. Daffa 
created content that highlighted several key messages including the health benefits and rigid growing 



  

 
 

   
 

practices that ensure the highest quality produce coming out of Australia. He also came from a place of 
authority as he had lived in Australia previously.  
 
Whilst the initial idea was to have one influencer create three key pieces of content, the reduced timeline 
meant a nine-day campaign was undertaken, with one post and one story, receiving 51,424 views and 1,761 
post engagements.  
 

   
 
Social media support 

The social media strategy for Indonesia was aimed towards educating target audiences on the value 
proposition of both Australian Apples and Pears. This was done via the deployment of static content across 
the Taste Australia Indonesia Facebook and Instagram accounts. The social content generated 2.1m 
impressions and drove over 66,000 engagements. With a paid media budget of $2,000, the content drove a 
low cost per engagement rate of $0.03, with a total cost per thousand impressions (CPM) of $0.94. Content 
was divided into three key pillars, being; Farm, recipe and health. Imagery was a combination of repurposed 
visuals from the 2020 content shoot as well as sourced stock imagery, all were updated to match this year’s 
social objectives and messaging. 

Top performing content in terms of impressions and total engagements was content that showcased the 
produce within a farm setting. The wide shot of the orchard was best performing (189,382 impressions and 
7,327 engagements). Second to this, recipe content performed well, generating over 12,000 engagements 
across all posts. This was a positive indicator that consumers in Indonesia value produce origin and engage 
highly with content that speaks to incorporating both apples and pears into their cooking.  

KPI’s were based off prior performance and industry benchmarks. This campaign outdid prior benchmarks, 
with impressions exceeding the KPI by over 68% (KPI of 1,000,000 and actual of 2,117,664). The total post 
engagement KPI of 50,000 was also exceeded with actual performance at 66,274. 

The underperformance of health focused content, specifically imagery with graphic overlays, can be 
attributed to the lack of consistency between the creative look and feel. In the future, the asset bank should 



  

 
 

   
 

look cohesive and align to the overarching taste brand, to ensure easy brand recall from the user.  If activity 
is run in the future, it is suggested that the post engagement optimisation is used in conjunction with video 
outputs. This is due video outputs outperforming statics in terms of post engagements and cost efficiencies 
across the Facebook platform. Users who view the video content can also be included within an audience set 
for retargeting with any additional activity following the campaign period.  

The difficulties experienced in executing the campaign in the Indonesian market limits the potential for a 
holistic review of the campaign’s future efficacy. However future campaigns should integrate the three key 
activity pillars explored this year with a strong focus on in-store activations such as sampling and displays to 
encourage customer engagement. It is recommended influencer engagement be expanded in future 
campaigns to reach a wider audience with video content in contrast to static content.  

 

  



  

 
 

   
 

Budget breakdown 
 

Market Supplier Platforms Scope Initial 
Outcomes Deliverables 

Retail Digital 
Engagement 

Diva 
Studio ALL Retail advisory 

Terroir & 
Spice 

TOPS 

Digital engagement 
Retailers (TOPS) 
TOPS Thailand's E-
commerce & social 
platform 
● FB/IG  
● Line post 
● Website banner to 
promote promotion 
● Mobile shopping 
app banner drives to 
promotion 

1 FB/IG post 
1 Line post  
1 banner on 
website  
1 banner on TOPS 
online shopping 
mobile 
application  
1M reaches 

2 FB/IG post 
2 Line post  
1 banner on website  
1 banner on TOPS online 
shopping mobile application  
1M reaches 

Gift with purchase 
program 
● Food cooling 
bag/shopping 
bag/food container  
● For every purchase 
above 2kg, shopper 
will receipt gift 

300 GWP 300 GWP 

MAKRO 

Digital engagement 
Retailers (MAKRO) 
MAKRO Thailand's 
social media: 
Facebook/Instagram  
Line post 

1 FB/IG post on 
Makro Thailand 
page 
1 Line app post 
Makro Thailand 
2M reaches 

N/A 

Gift with online 
purchase program 
● Food cooling 
bag/shopping 
bag/food container 
● Gift redemption 
program: For every 
purchase above 2kg, 
shopper will receipt 
coupon to exchange 
goodie gift until out 
of stock 

600 GWP 600 GWP 

Media & 
Influencer    

KOLs & Influencers 
Influencer seeding 
post (FB/IG) 

2 Influencers 
2 posts 
70,000 reaches 
40,000 
engagements 

2 Influencers 
2 posts 
70,000 reaches 
40,000 engagements 



  

 
 

   
 

Social Media 
(Owned) 

TASTE 
AUSTRALIA 
Facebook 
Instagram 

Social media content 
copywriting 
Localised feedback on 
any proposed assets  
Community 
management  
Assistance with the 
integration of any 
social media activity 
to local fulfilment 

24 assets  
3 months  

8 assets  
1 months  

Bastion 
Amplify 

Strategy     
Asset Production     
Paid Media     
Management     

Reserve           

Project 
Management 

Bastion 
Effect   

Project Management 
including research, 
scoping, supplier 
engagement and 
management, quality 
control, weekly 
reporting and 
progress meetings 
and end of campaign 
reporting.  

                                                                    

Market Supplier Platforms Scope Initial  
Outcomes Deliverables 

Retail Digital 
Engagement 

PT 
Morelink 

AEON &  
HYPERMART 

Retail advisory      

POSM (minimum 
items) AEON (3 
stores) & HPM (40 
stores) 

    

Terroir & 
Spice 

Digital engagement 
Retailers 
(HYPERMART) 
● Promotion through 
partner channels 
including retailer 
owned social media, 
messaging and 
ecommerce  
● Develop contents 
and assets to support 
communication of 
product availability 
and in-store 
promotion 
● Translation into 
Bahasa for all the 
assets 

4 posts or stories 
on FB and IG 
1 WhatsApp text 
blast to the 
dedicated group 
1 website banner 
ad for 1 week 
1 mobile banner 
ad for 1 week 

Cancelled 



  

 
 

   
 

Digital engagement 
Retailers (AEON) 
● Promotion through 
partner channels 
including retailer 
owned social media, 
messaging and 
ecommerce  
● Develop contents 
and assets to support 
communication of 
product availability 
and in-store 
promotion 
● Translation into 
Bahasa for all the 
assets 

4 posts/stories on 
FB  
4 posts and 4 
stories on IG  
1 WhatsApp 
group push on 
Raisa aeon 
store.id  
3 website banner 
ads  
3 blog articles  
1 TikTok video 
1 ad on IG  

4 posts/stories on FB  
4 posts and 4 stories on IG  
1 WhatsApp group push on 
Raisa aeonstore.id  
3 website banner ads  
3 blog articles  
1 TikTok video 
1 ad on IG  

Media & 
Influencer  

  

KOLs & Influencers 
● 1 KOL/Influencer 
seeding across 3 
months 

3 posts/stories on 
IG 3 posts/stories on IG 

Social Media 
(Owned) 

TASTE 
AUSTRALIA 
Facebook 
Instagram 

● Content creations 
including visual 
artwork development 
and copywriting 
planning of posts 
according to different 
themes as well as 
translation (8 assets 
/month)  
● Purchase fee of 
materials, 
translations for 
different posts and 
executions 
● Community 
Management 

24 assets created 
and published on 
FB + IG for 3 
months 

8 assets created and published 
on FB + IG for 1 months 

  

Bastion 
Amplify 

  Strategy (FB & IG)     
    Asset Production     
    Paid Media     
    Management     

Project 
Management 

Bastion 
Amplify   

Project Management 
including research, 
scoping, supplier 
engagement and 
management, quality 
control, weekly 
reporting and 
progress meetings 
and end of campaign 
reporting. 

    



  

 
 

   
 

TOTAL 

 

  



  

 
 

   
 

Conclusion 

Overall, the Australian Apples and Pears campaign across both markets was successful in engaging, educating, 
and encouraging the target market to purchase Australian produce over its competitors. Both markets 
experienced the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic through either shipping delays, produce shortages or 
lockdowns preventing a strong offline campaign from being implemented. Irrespective of the offline issues 
as a result of COVID-19, the online activities that underpinned the majority of the campaigns were 
strengthened as a result of having a hyper engaged online audience.  

The positive online engagement signifies that both markets should be considered for future Apples and Pears 
campaigns, however a few elements of the campaign could be adapted to drive maximum efficiency. The gift 
redemption program was highly effective in Thailand, and it would be advantageous to run this kind of 
promotion in Indonesia to provide a bridge between online and offline activities.  

The reduced timeline in Indonesia impacted the efficacy of the influencer campaign in the market however 
the content received strong engagement, highlighting the desire for that kind of content. A greater budget 
allowance and extended timeline for influencers would enable a variety of consumer bases to be targeted. 
The increased budget would also allow for the creation of video content that not only aligns better with the 
Instagram and Facebook algorithms but generally receive greater engagement and enable strong key 
messages to be interwoven.  

The biggest hurdle faced by both campaigns was the impact of shipping delays and produce shortages when 
the containers arrived in market, forcing campaign shortages and revisions. It is recommended that in-depth 
analysis of the current shipping landscape and timeline for produce to reach the market be undertaken to 
ensure campaigns are timed and executed accordingly.  

 

 

 


